
Final Exam
CS 574: Randomized Algorithms, Spring 2018
Final — 13:30-16:30, 0216 SC, Monday, May 7, 2018

Name:
Net ID:

• This is a closed-book, closed-notes, open-brain exam. If you brought anything with you besides
writing instruments and your handwritten (at most two pages [i.e., 4 sides]) 81

2

′′ × 11′′ cheat
sheet, please leave it at the front of the classroom. In particular, if your cheat sheet if not hand
written by yourself, or it is photocopied, please do not use it and leave it in front of the classroom.

• Print your name, and netid in the boxes above. Print your name at the top of every page (in case
the staple falls out!). Anonymous submissions are not currently supported.

• You should answer all questions on the exam.
• The last few pages of this booklet are blank. Use that for a scratch paper. Please let us know if

you need more paper.
• Please submit your cheat sheet together with your exam. An exam without your cheat sheet

attached to it will not be checked.
• If you are NOT using a cheat sheet indicate it in large friendly letters on this page.

• Write short and concise answers. Long and tedious answers will be
graded unfavorably.

• If you do not know the answer to a question write nothing (or write IDK, see below). We will
not hesitate to give zero for a nonsense answer filling numerous pages. Spend your time wisely on
solving problems and not in writing nonsensical answers.

• Questions containing the expression: “I don’t know”, will get
25% of the points of the question. If you write anything else, it
would be ignored.

• The total number of points given for “I don’t know” answers, will
not exceed 10 for the whole exam.

• Time limit: 175 minutes.
• Relax.
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1 (25 pts.) The fault in our rectangles.
(Similar, but much easier than question 1 on HW 9.)
Let P be a set of n points in the unit square C = (0, 1)2 (assume that they are in general position
– no two points have the same x or y coordinate values). Let S = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} be
the four corners of C. An empty rectangle of P , is a rectangle R = [x, x′]× [y, y′], such that the
interior of R contains no point of P, and either

(i) (x, y) ∈ P ∪ S and (x′, y′) ∈ P ∪ S, or
(ii) (x′, y) ∈ P ∪ S and (x, y′) ∈ P ∪ S.

1.A. (2 pts.) Prove that there are O(n2) empty rectangles induced by P .

1.B. (3 pts.) Describe a randomized incremental algorithm for computing all the empty rectangles
induced by P .

1.C. (20 pts.) Prove that, in expectation, the algorithm you described computes all the empty
rectangles induced by P in O(n2) expected time. [An analysis with running time O(n2 log n)
time (or worse) is worth 0 points for this part. An informal but correct argument why the
running time is O(n2) is worth 10 points.]
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2 (25 pts.) Self contained concentration (or free points are yummy).

2.A. (5 pts.) Consider the game where you start with Z0 = 1 dollar, and every iteration, either
you lose half your money (with probability half), or you keep your money, as is, for this
iteration1. That is Pr[Zi = Zi−1] = 1/2 and Pr[Zi = Zi−1/2] = 1/2. Let Zm be the amount
of money you have after playing the game for m iterations. What is E[Zm]? Prove your
answer.

2.B. (20 pts.) Consider the process of throwing an unbiased coin till one accumulates n heads.
Let Y be the number of throws needed. Prove that Pr[Y ≥ cn] ≤ 2−n, where c is some
reasonable constant (since you do not have calculators, you do not need to explicitly state
the constant – just an argument why it exists suffices).
For credit your proof has to be self contained and use only elementary arguments (i.e., you
can not use Chernoff or similar concentration inequalities in the proof).
This part has a two line solution – please write a similarly short solution.

1You should really find more fun games to play.
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3 (25 pts.) The fault in our bins.

3.A. (5 pts.) Consider the game where you initially throw n balls into n bins. Here, for every
ball one picks four bins (randomly, uniformly, and independently), and place it in the bin
that contains the largest number of balls. Prove that the last ball thrown has a constant
probability to be alone in its bin (what is this constant in your analysis?).

3.B. (5 pts.) Give a lower bound on the expected number of balls that are alone (in their bins)
in the end of the process described in (A).

3.C. (5 pts.) Consider the repeated game, where you start with n balls. In each round you throw
the currently available balls into n bins (using four choices, but as before putting the ball
into the bin containing more balls). Then, you throw away all the balls that are alone, and
collect all the balls that are in bins with two or more balls, so that you can use them in the
next round. You repeat the game till no balls remain.
Now, consider a round that starts with αn balls, for say α ∈ (0, 1/10). Provide an upper
bound on the expected number of balls that survive to the next round (the smaller your
upper bound, the better it is).

3.D. (10 pts.) Prove an upper bound (as small as possible) on the expected number of rounds
till the game from (C) ends.
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4 (25 pts.) The fault in our MST.
Consider a graph G with n vertices and m edges, with positive weights on the edges. Let Π =
〈π1, . . . , πn〉 be a random permutation of the vertices of G. Consider the process of connecting
these vertices together by a spanning graph, where in the ith iteration, you connect πi to the
closest vertex to it in Pi−1 = {π1, . . . , πi−1}. Here, the distance between two vertices u, v ∈ V(G)
is the length of the shortest path between u and v in G, denoted by dG(u, v). Formally, let
`i = minv∈Pi−1

dG(πi, v). Consider the total price L =
∑

i `i of the resulting spanning tree.

4.A. (15 pts.) Provide an upper bound, as tight as possible, on the expected value of L in terms
of W , where W is the weight of the MST of G.
This part has a short and elegant answer – you would lose points for answer exceeding say
a 100 words. [BTW, the same bound holds for the deterministic variant, but the proof is
slightly more painful.]
(Hint: Think first about the scenario where the graph is a cycle with n vertices with all the
edges having weight 1. Do not include any analysis of this special case in your answer.)

4.B. (10 pts.) Describe a randomized algorithm, as fast as possible, that computes the above
spanning tree. What is the expected running time of your algorithm? [You would lose
millions of points for a slow algorithm.]
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Do not separate this page from the rest of the exam.
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